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Background:  Obesity is a growing epidemic associated with significant morbidity and mortality.While BMI is but a crude surrogate marker of body 
fat, it remains a simple and inexpensive technique to quantify obesity. In a young, asymptomatic, and active population,we aim to determine the 
association of BMI with traditional CVRFs.
Methods:  We studied 3026 subjects referred for routine employment health screening. Patients with pre-existing diabetes mellitus and/or 
vascular disease were excluded. Anthropometric measurements and CVRF parameters were taken for all.
Results:  The mean age was 38.9 ± 5.4 years, 89.9% were males. The prevalence of newly-diagnosed diabetes was 2.4%.The majority of subjects 
were classified as low-risk by the Framingham Risk Score (84.5%). The mean BMI was 25.2 ± 4.0 kg/m2. Figure 1 shows a strong correlation 
between BMI and systolic blood pressure, HDL, and LDL (p < 0.001 for all). HDL and LDL levels worsen significantly beyond a BMI of 20 kg/m2, while 
SBP worsens significantly beyond 22 kg/m2; this increasing trend is generally preserved in a dose-response manner with the exception of LDL levels 
which plateau beyond 26 kg/m2.
Conclusions:  Although mean values of traditional CVRFs remain “normal” at a low BMI of less than 22 kg/m2, the step-wise rise and additive 
nature of CVRFs and her consistent correlation with a rising BMI of above 20 kg/m2 suggest that an ideal BMI conferring optimal levels of 
measurable CVRFs may perhaps be a below-average value of 18 - 20 kg/m2 for our population. 
